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SYMBOLS
b
D
f
h
L
!
mbt
Ap
Pa
half-thickness of acoustic splitter vane, ft
diameter of circular open-jet test section, ft
frequency, Hz
one-half the gap between acoustic splitter vanes,
ft
square root of test-section cross-sectional area, ft
channel length of acoustic vanes from aft end of
nose to start of boattail, or test section length, ft
mass per unit area of porous layer, kg/m 2
total pressure loss in a section of the wind tunnel,
lb/ft2
acoustic pressure absorbed by a porous layer,
N/m 2
Pt acoustic pressure transmitted through a porous
layer, N/m 2
qo dynamic pressure in the test section, lb/ft2
qi dynamic pressure at station i, lb/ft 2
Rf specific flow resistance, mks rayls
RTL transmission loss of limp layer, dB
U wind speed, ft/s
Uc convection speed of vortices in open-jet shear
layer, ft/s
Uo wind speed on centerline of test section, ft/s or
knots
11 pressure loss coefficient (see appendix A)
0 angle relative to surface normal, deg
Pc characteristic impedance of air, 407 mks rayls
ta frequency, rad/s
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SUMMARY
An engineering feasibility study was made of aeroa-
coustic inserts designed for large-scale acoustic research
on aircraft models in the 80- by 120- Foot Wind Tunnel at
NASA Ames Research Center. The advantages and disad-
vantages of likely designs were analyzed. Results indicate
that the required maximum airspeed leads to the design of
a particular insert. Using goals of 200, 150, and 100 knots
airspeed, the analysis indicated a 30- x 60-ft open-jet test
section, a 40- x 80-ft open-jet test section, and a
70- x 110-ft closed test section with enhanced wall lining,
respectively. The open-jet inserts would be composed of a
nozzle, collector, diffuser, and acoustic wedges incorpo-
rated in the existing 80×120 test section. The closed test
section would be composed of approximately 5-ft acoustic
wedges covered by a porous plate attached to the test-
section walls of the existing 80x120. All designs would
require a double row of acoustic vanes between the test
section and fan drive to attenuate fan noise and, in the
case of the open-jet designs, to control flow separation at
the diffuser downstream end. The inserts would allow vir-
tually anechoic acoustic studies of large helicopter mod-
els, jets, and V/STOL aircraft models in simulated flight.
Model scale studies would be necessary to optimize the
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of any of the
designs. In all designs studied, the existing structure
would have to be reinforced. Successful development of
acoustically transparent wails, though not strictly neces-
sary to the project, would lead to a porous-wall test sec-
tion that could be substituted for any of the open-jet
designs, and thereby eliminate many aerodynamic and
acoustic problems characteristic of open-jet shear layers.
The large size of the facility would make installation and
removal of the insert components difficult. Consequently,
scheduling of the existing 80x120 aerodynamic test sec-
tion and scheduling of the open-jet test section would
likely be made on an annual or longer basis. The
enhanced wall-lining insert would likely be permanent.
Although the modifications are technically feasible, the
economic practicality of the project has not been
evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The trend in research on aircraft noise is toward sim-
ulation of flight effects in large wind tunnels that have
been modified or constructed to have proper acoustic
quality (ref. 1). The key is size and quality. Large size is
important because certain aspects of powered-lift aircraft
aerodynamics are difficult to simulate properly at small
scale--for example, hot gas effects, boundary-layer
effects, and engine-inlet mass flows. Similarly, proper
helicopter-rotor Reynolds number, advance ratio, and
Mach number are difficult to achieve simultaneously at
small scale. For acoustics, accuracy requires that the
acoustic field be probed sufficiently far from the model
that the data can be extrapolated to large distances. This is
very difficult if the data are acquired in the acoustic near-
field, or if the wind tunnel structure or floor interferes
with microphone placement. These are common problems
in small wind tunnels. As for quality, it is very desirable
to have minimal acoustic reflections, low background
noise, minimal acoustic distortions, freedom to position
microphones in almost any direction, and low turbulent
flow.
An excellent facility, recently designed and built for
aeroacoustic testing, is the Duits-Nederlandse Windtunnel
(DNW) in Holland. This facility is the benchmark for
modern aeroacoustic wind tunnels and has three inter-
changeable test sections, one of which is an 8- × 6-m open
test section surrounded by a semi-anechoic test hall. The
open jet can be replaced by a 9.5- × 9.5-m or 6- × 6-m
closed jet, neither of which are acoustically treated. With
this facility, the Europeans could lead the way in devel-
opment of quieter rotorcraft and powered-lift aircraft.
Consequently, a question is posed: Is there a need for this
type of facility in this country and, if so, can we go
beyond the DNW design to create an improved facility
that would be complementary to the DNW? (DNW is
available to American clients--at a price.)
The purpose of this paper is to examine the feasibility
of developing a large, aeroacoustic test section that could
be inserted into the NASA Ames 80- by 120-Foot Wind
Tunnel closed test section, an idea that was conceived by
researchers in the Ames Rotary Wing Aeromechanics
Branch. The concept is based on the premise that the
80×120 test section is sufficiently large that an open-jet
nozzle and collector, for example, could be inserted into
the existing test section to create a large free jet, large
enough for large-scale powered-lift or rotary-wing testing,
yet small enough for far-field acoustic measurements in a
surrounding anechoic test hall. No other wind tunnel
exists near the size of the 80×120. Helicopter detection
studies could be made using full-size or small-scale mod-
els that would allow large distances between the model
and upstream microphones. Powered V/STOL models
could be tested with actual power plants and without
acoustic interference from floors or nearby walls. Aircraft
flyover could be simulated that may provide data equiva-
lent to FAA certification test data. Acoustic investigations
could be made of advanced jet engines such as will be
required for the new supersonic transport concepts.
Finally, the cost of developing a complete wind tunnel
including drive system would be avoided.
The modification, however, would be complicated by
the following requirements:
(1) The utility of the existing 80×120 must not be
compromised; to achieve this, the insert may have to be
removable.
(2) Duct silencers must be incorporated to reduce
noise from the fan-drive downstream of the test section.
(3)The walls surrounding the test section will have to
be lined with acoustic wedges or other sound absorbers.
(4) The flow into the fans must not he overly
distorted.
Preliminary assessments are presented of the acousti-
cal attributes, aerodynamic performance, facility pressure
loads, and logistical aspects of the most promising
designs. Proper implementation of these ideas will hinge
on extensive small-scale simulations of the aerodynamic
and acoustic characteristics of the facility. Certain
research areas have been identified that might, if exploited
successfully, lead to an aeroacoustic test section superior
to the classical open-jet or closed-jet wind tunnel. For
example, a test section with walls that are acoustically
transparent, yet restrict airflow, might be better than an
open or closed jet. Such a concept has been investigated
with some success in a small-scale wind tunnel, as will he
discussed in Part 3.
Early in the study, it became clear that airspeeds
greater than the present maximum of 100 knots in the
80x120 would be desirable for aeroacoustic research of
many classes of aircraft. For example, new supersonic and
hypersonic aircraft will land at speeds approaching
200 knots, and the jet noise directivity is sensitive to for-
ward speed. Similarly, high-speed helicopter noise should
he studied at speeds greater than 100 knots.
Therefore, consideration was given to a new contrac-
tion leading to an open jet or closed jet inside the existing
wind tunnel envelope. Since different speed goals lead to
different insert designs, this report has three sections that
address the conceptual design of aeroacoustic inserts for
maximum airspeeds of 100-, 150-, and 200-knots. In addi-
tion, the report contains a section on the required duct
silencer, and a section on miscellaneous components, air-
loads, logistics, etc. It was not the purpose of this study to
define the optimum airspeed; that decision must he made
in light of the overall research goals of NASA. Conse-
quently, the single, best test-section insert has not been
defined.
The Existing 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel
The Ames 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel (refs. 2
and 3) is a non-return, closed-test-section wind tunnel that
shares the same fan-drive system as the 40- by 80-Foot
Wind Tunnel as shown in figures l(a) and 1 (b). When
operating in the 80×120 mode, large vanes close off the
40×80 circuit so that the airflow enters the 80×120 inlet,
passes through the test section via a 5-to-1 rectangular
(conical) contraction, through two vane sets, one of which
turns the airflow 45 ° , through the fan drive, and out the
exhaust in the south end of the facility. The various vane
sets used to close off the 40×80 circuit and turn the
airflow into the drive fans are illustrated in figure l(c).
The inlet contains acoustically treated flow-straightening
vanes and a turbulence dampening screen as shown in
figure l(d). The rectangular test section is 80-ft high,
120-ft wide (not counting the 10-in. sound-absorbent wall
lining and 6-in. floor/ceiling lining), and roughly 300 ft
long.
The models are mounted to balance sguts centered on
a 60-ft diameter turntable. The turntable and a telescoping
tail strut are used to control model angle of attack and
angle of yaw. Three components of force and three
moment components can be measured on large models.
Smaller models can be equipped with load cells for mea-
surement of aerodynamic force and moments. The center
of the turntable is 156 ft downstream of the inlet contrac-
tion termination.
The test section wall linings, composed of fiberglass
bats wrapped in cloth and covered with a 40%-open-area
perforated steel plate, are designed to absorb and thereby
attenuate model noise propagating through the walls or
out the inlet and exhaust, and to reduce reflections so that
acoustic studies can be made of powered models. The
side-wall lining is 10 in. thick, and the floor and ceiling
linings are 6 in. thick. Figure 2 illustrates the acoustic
lining geometry. The sound absorption has not been mea-
sured in situ, but laboratory and wind tunnel tests (refs. 4
and 5) indicate that the lining will absorb 70% or more of
the incident acoustic energy for frequencies above 80 Hz,
in the ease of the side walls, and 125 Hz, in the case of the
floor or ceiling. This is not adequate for some large-scale
rotorcraft which have important low frequency noise
sources; better absorbers will be needed for tests of low-
frequency models.
The fan drive is the primary source of background
noise in the test section. Six 40-ft diameter fans are
located in the wind tunnel drive section in two horizontal
rows of three fans each (fig. 3). The fans were designed
with low tip speed (377 ft/sec at 180 rpm) for minimum
noise. In addition, the inflow has been improved, and the
number of rotor and stator blades was chosen to minimize
modal propagation. Nonetheless, the fans are partially vis-
ible from the test section and therefore generate consider-
able background noise, as will be presented in a later sec-
tion. Table 1 lists the principal geometric and operating
characteristics of a single fan. The fans can be operated
from 0 to 180 rpm and with blade-pitch angles from -18 °
to 52 ° relative to the fan disc. The maximum mass flow
results in a speed of approximately 100 knots in the
80><120 test section.
Existing Large Open-Jet Wind Tunnels
In the first half of this century, a number of large
open-jet wind tunnels were constructed, such as the
NASA Langley 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel, the
ONERA S1 at Chalais-Meudon, and the RAE 24-Foot
Wind Tunnel. Those facilities have served well for low-
speed aerod](namic research. Though they are still used
for certain specialized testing, they have been largely
superseded for general aerodynamic research by closed
and slotted wind tunnels which operate with more effi-
ciencyand with smoother airflow than open jets. In more
recent times, however, a number of open-jet wind tunnels,
both large and small, have been developed for the dual
purpose of aerodynamic and acoustic research on aircraft.
It is important to note that the aerodynamic performance
of these facilities is generally inferior to closed- or
slotted-test-section wind tunnels because of the high flow
losses and induced turbulence inherent in an open jet.
Nevertheless, the open test section can be integrated with
a large anechoic test hall surrounding the jet that can pro-
vide an acoustic advantage over the classical closed-jet
wind tunnel for the reasons mentioned above. Thus, the
open-jet has regained an important purpose for aeronau-
tics research.
There may be a number of ways to classify open-jet
wind tunnels, but since they are all subsonic the most
obvious way is by size. The NASA Aeronautical Facilities
Catalogue (ref. 6) classifies subsonic wind tunnels into
10 groups. Group A includes wind tunnels with a test-sec-
tion dimension (diameter or the smaller of height and
width) greater than 30 ft. Group B includes wind tunnels
with a test-section dimension between 12 and 30 ft. Those
facilities can accommodate model scale from 1/4 to full
scale. It is these two categories that concern us here,
because there is a lack of such facilities in the U.S. suit-
able for large-scale acoustic testing.
Table 2 lists the large open-jet wind tunnels
(Groups A and B) in the free world, along with their test-
section sizes and speeds. They are all low-speed facilities.
The DNW Wind Tunnel has a top speed of 150 knots, the
highest speed of the group. Mort et al. (ref. 7) suggested
that a large-scale wind tunnel speed of 300 knots would
satisfy most airspeed requirements for large-scale aerody-
namic testing. Although some types of acoustic testing
can be satisfactorily done at low speeds, airspeeds below
100 knots are inadequate for proper simulation of certain
high-speed acoustic-source mechanisms of modern
V/STOL and helicopter aircraft. Thus, a goal of
100-200 knots maximum airspeed was chosen for this fea-
sibility study.
Of the wind tunnels listed in table 2, only the DNW
facility was designed and built for both aerodynamic and
acoustic testing. The other wind tunnels were originally
designed for aerodynamic research and, consequently,
have acoustic deficiencies such as high background noise
and reflections. Focusing on three of the facilities in this
country listed in table 2, the NASA Langley
30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel has two drive fans very close
to the test section (two fan diameters downstream) which
generate high levels of background noise in the test sec-
tion (ref. 8); the NASA Langley 14- by 22-Foot (refs. 8
and 10) and the Boeing Vertol 20- by 20-Foot (ref. 8) also
have high background noise levels. Considerable effort
(refs. 9 and 10) has gone into identifying the sources of
background noise in the 14×22, as well as finding
methods to smooth the flow in the open jet. With modifi-
cations, that facility could become an important research
tool for aeroacoustic testing of V/STOL and helicopter
models. The primary limitations would be its relatively
small size, low flow speed, and floor reflections.
Conceptual Design Procedure for the Acoustic Insert
In order to evaluate the feasibility of an acoustic test
section in the 80×120, it is necessary to define, in general
terms, the most likely geometry. This is an iterative pro-
cess involving acoustic, aerodynamic, and geometric
requirements. For this study, the following design steps
were found to be most effective. Steps 3 to 7 apply only to
the open-jet designs.
(1) Set test-section maximum air speed at 100, 150,
or 200 knots.
(2) Define depth of wedges for existing duct walls so
that 99% of acoustic energy above 60-Hz will be
absorbed. That depth is about 5 ft. The 60 Hz design fre-
quency is arbitrary and can be lowered by using deeper
wedges. Longer wedges, say 5 to 10 ft long, would have a
weak influence on the test-section design. Choose a perfo-
rated cover plate for those designs which have an acoustic
lining exposed to the airflow.
(3) Define the maximum nozzle area that will achieve
the desired airspeed while maintaining a minimum dis-
tance of 15 to 20 ft from the shear-layer outer edge to the
acoustic wedges.
(4) Locate the nozzle streamwise so that the jet-core-
flow width at the model will be 80 to 90% of the nozzle
width. The model will be at the center of the existing
turntable.
(5) Locate the jet-collector lip such that unobstructed
acoustic measurements can be made from 30 ° to 145 °
from the model center (horizontal or vertical plane) rela-
tive to the upstream direction.
(6) Define the collector shape and throat location
required to capture the jet while maintaining stable flow
with low pressure loss.
(7) Define the maximum diffuser angle that will
result in unseparated flow in the diffuser. Because of the
relatively short length of the existing 80×120 duct, the
proposed diffuser must be truncated at the downstream
end and will have flow separation at that point. This is a
relatively high-risk item since separated flow could result
in unacceptable speed losses and could induce large,
unsteady loads on the drive fans.
Model scale testing will be required to resolve this
problem.
(8) Design an acoustic vane set for adequate attenua-
tion of fan-drive noise with acceptable flow loss.
(9) Estimate system flow loss and test-section air-
speed. Alter the design geometry and return to step 1 as
necessary.
It should be noted that the control of flow oscillations
implied in step 6 can only be verified experimentally.
Since existing large open jets develop flow oscillations at
or below 150 knots, the design goal of 200 knots may not
beachievable.Theanalysisrequiredtoperformtheabove
designiterationisdescribed in the following sections.
PART 1 - 30- BY 60-FOOT OPEN-JET WIND
TUNNEL FOR 200 KNOTS AIRSPEED
The open-jet test section is the obvious choice for
achieving 200 knots, since a new contraction and throat
would leave considerable space between the test section
and surrounding 80x120 walls. That space would lend
itself well to use as an anechoic room for placement of
microphones outside the flow, relatively far from the
model.
Furthermore, acoustic reflections striking micro-
phones inside the flow would be much easier to attenuate
in an open jet than in a closed jet since the reflecting walls
in the anechoic room could be well a'eated. A key part of
the open-jet design is the definition of the jet shear layer.
Open-Jet Shear Layer
Acoustic Interference- The shear layer between an
open-jet flow and quiescent air outside the test section is
both helpful and unhelpful. It is helpful because it allows
the aircraft-model noise to propagate out of the flow with
little reflection, at least for the low speeds and propaga-
tion directions used in typical facilities. Thus, an acoustic-
free field can be established and sampled in or out of the
flow. The disadvantage of the shear layer is twofold-
aerodynamic and acoustic. First, turbulence and vortices
in the shear layer perturb the core flow in the jet and can,
under certain conditions, interact with the collector and
nozzle in such a way as to cause the entire jet to oscillate,
sometimes violently. Jet oscillations can also couple with
room-acoustic modes. Furthermore, the entrainment of air
causes significant recirculation flows in the acoustic hall.
Second, the shear layer distorts, scatters, and refracts the
tlansmitted sound, depending on propagation angle, flow
Mach number, and acoustic frequency.
Methods have been developed to successfully correct
for refraction; for example, the method developed by
Amiet (ref. 11). Amiet models the shear layer as a thin
interface and predicts the acoustic-ray refraction as illus-
trated figure 4. The solid line represents the refracted
acoustic ray; the dashed line represents the propagation
path of the same ray propagating in a uniform velocity
field without a shear layer. The true directivity of a point
source can be deduced from measurements of apparent
directivity since the refracted angle of a sound ray can be
predicted from the angle at which the ray strikes the shear
layer.
However, the situation is much more complex with a
large noise source and a nearby observer because the
observer cannot be sure where the sound originated; the
ray/shear layer intercept angle is ambiguous. Sound from
a distributed source observed at one point in a uniform
velocity field will be spread by the introduction of a shear
layer as illustrated in figure 4. Although the acoustic
spread is not nearly as severe in the downstream direction
as upstream, the complete directivity pattern of a dis-
tributed source may be hopelessly distorted by the shear
layer. To eliminate this problem it would be necessary to
move the microphones into the far-field where the dis-
tributed source looks like a point source. Or, if one had
high confidence in the shear-layer refraction model, it
might be possible to place the microphones at points
where the acoustic rays coalesce outside the jet as illus-
trated in figure 4. This is an interesting concept because,
in theory, every acoustic ray that arrived at the receiver
location without a shear layer would focus at a single
displaced point if a shear layer were introduced. It does
not matter where the ray originated on the source. Data
acquired at that focus point could be used to reconstruct
the original acoustic radiation without shear layer.
Methods (refs. 12 and 13) have also been proposed to
deal with spectral broadening, amplitude fluctuations, and
phase fluctuation. However, impulse signatures can be
severely distorted in time and phase by the shear layer.
Consequently, many researchers studying rotor noise, for
example, prefer to place their microphones inside the
open jet despite the limitations imposed by the near
acoustic field. The conclusion, therefore, is that research
must continue on the effects of the shear layer on propa-
gating sound, and efforts should be made to minimize and
control the shear layer to avoid disturbances to the acous-
tic field and flow field. Furthermore, efforts should be
made to find an alternative to the open-jet shear layer,
such as the acoustically transparent wall discussed in
Part 3.
Shear-Layer Spread- The design and location of the
collector, the size of the free-jet area and model size, the
test-section flow quality--all depend on the expansion of
the open-jet shear layer as the jet moves downstream.
Calibrations of many round jet flow fields have shown
that the mixing layer closes on itself at about five jet
diameters (e.g., ref. 14). In other words, the potential core
is a conical region with the apex about five jet diameters
downstream from the nozzle. That implies that the shear
layer spreads over approximately 11 ° total angle with the
origin at the nozzle lip. This is somewhat less than the
angle given by the analytical model of Abramovich
(ref. 15), which indicates that the circular jet with uniform
velocity distribution spreads at 15.4 ° or, relative to the
nozzle-lip line, 6.4 ° into the jet and 9 ° away from the jet.
Rebuffet and Guedel (ref. 14) measured the cross-stream
velocity distribution downstream of the CEPRA 19
Anechoic Open Jet Wind Tunnel and showed that the
shear layer of that round jet spread over a total angle of
11.7 °, as shown in figure 5. The potential core is taken to
be that region where the mean velocities were at least
99% of the centerline velocity. (Turbulence distributions
are reported in ref. 16.)
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Thedataof Van Ditshuizen et al. (ref. 17) indicate
that the rectangular-jet shear layer spreads at a different
rate than a round-jet shear layer. Their calibration of the
DNW 8- x 6-m open jet shows that the shear layer spreads
over a total angle of 8.2 °. This is 3 ° to 4 ° less than that of
a round jet. Again, the shear layer was defined as the
mixing layer outboard of the potential core where the
mean velocities are at least 99% of the centerline velocity.
In fact, the shear layer influences the flow outside the 8.2 °
wedge-shaped region because of the unsteady velocities
induced by vortices moving in the shear layer. Boxwell
et al. (ref. 16) illustrate this in comparisons of the flow
properties of CEPRA 19 and DNW along with the aeroa-
coustic implications. The DNW calibration data (refs. 17
and 18) in figure 6 show longitudinal and lateral tur-
bulence distributions in a cross section 7 m downstream
of the 8- x 6-m nozzle exit. The locations of the horizontal
and vertical survey points are shown as a row of dots on
each graph. The region of low turbulence is only 40-50%
of the potential core width, as defined above, and outside
that region the turbulence increases rapidly. In other
words, the potential-core mean velocities were within 1%
of the centerline velocity, but the turbulence in much of
that region was increased by the shear layer. The influ-
ence of the shear layer, therefore, is important over a total
angle of approximately 32 °. This is a fundamental prob-
lem with open jets and may or may not be important for
potential users of such a facility, depending on the spe-
cific model size and test requirements. For this design
study, an 8° shear-layer total angle corresponding to the
limits of good mean flow will be used.
Test Section and Nozzle Size for 200 knots Airspeed
The purpose of this section is to define the largest
open-jet test-section insert practicable in the existing
80x120 closed test section that meets the 200-knots air-
speed requirement and acoustic requirements. That insert
would allow large-scale aeroacoustic simulations with the
resulting advantages of large size (ref. 1). A lower limit
on test-section cross-sectional area depends on the acous-
tic requirement to measure noise in the acoustic far-field
of the source. In general, the microphone to model dis-
tance should be greater than each of the following dimen-
sions: (a) one acoustic wavelength, and (b) two source
lengths, the source length being the largest distance
between any two noise sources on the model (ref. 17).
Thus, if a full-size helicopter in the 80- by 120-Foot Wind
Tunnel had a rotor diameter of 50 ft, for example, micro-
phones could not be placed in the acoustic far-field to the
side or below the helicopter because of the walls (for an
acoustic source related to the rotor diameter), although
microphones could be placed upstream or downstream of
the model. The blade-passage frequency of full-size rotors
corresponds to a wavelength on the order of 20 to 50 ft,
which also could be a problem for microphone placement.
So, a test section large enough to accommodate a 50 ft
rotor, for example, would be unnecessarily large since the
acoustic far field of the rotor would be severely restricted
by the 80x120 walls.
Another limitation on test-section area is the need to
have an adequate open space between the jet and the walls
of the test chamber for microphone placement outside the
flow, even though microphones could and would be used
in the flow. The microphones outside the flow cannot be
placed too close to the sound-absorbent wedges on the
walls because of local reflections. (The wedges will be
about 5 ft long, as described later.) The microphones can-
not be placed close to the nozzle or collector, even though
those two components would be acoustically treated. Nor
can microphones be placed close to the shear layer
because of its inherent noise and induced flow. A reason-
able open space for the microphones would be around
20 ft between the shear layer and the wedge tips. At
DNW, the free space to the side and below the test section
is approximately 40 ft and 20 ft, respectively.
Based on these acoustic requirements of model size,
acoustic wavelength, and microphone location, the appro-
priate maximum open-jet nozzle size for a 200-knots air-
speed would be around 30-ft high by 60-ft wide as shown
in figure 7(a). Rotorcraft-modei scale would be on the
order of one half. This would give a shear layer to wedge
tip clearance of 17-25 ft to the side and 12 to 20 ft above
and below the test section. The smaller clearance above
and below the test section can be justified by the need to
maximize the region of smooth flow for lifting rotors and
wings. At the turntable center, the core flow is only 22-ft
deep and 53-ft wide as shown in figure 7(a). For compari-
son, clearance around a 40x80 jet are shown in fig-
ure 70a). At the turntable center of that test section, the
core flow is 29-ft deep and 69-ft wide, but the clearance
between the shear layer and wedges is only 10 ft.
The open-jet length is dictated by (a) the need to have
smooth flow over the model, and (b) the need to have an
adequate acoustic arena outside the jet for acoustic direc-
tivity measurements. Item (a) determines the distance
from the model center to the open-jet nozzle since the
shear layers cannot be allowed to spread into the model.
Because most models would be mounted at the
turntable center, the nozzle should be around one nozzle-
width upstream of the turntable center. With a shear layer
spread of 8° total angle, the free-jet width at the model
would be 0.86 of the nozzle width. Of course, the model
span would have to be significantly less than the free-jet
width to minimize "wall" effects.
Item (b) locates the collector lip since the acoustic
radiation field is bounded by the nozzle on the upstream
side of the model and the collector lip on the downstream
side. A reasonable goal would be to maintain a free field
from 30 ° to 145 ° measured from the turntable center, 0 °
being the upstream direction. That would barely allow
capture of peak sound levels from jets, which are maxi-
mum near 140 ° . Many categories of propeller or rotor
noise would radiate outside the flow. Some types of noise
such as high-speed helicopter noise, however, radiate
forward and would have to be captured inside the test
section.Suitablenoseconescanbeusedto protectthe
microphoneand minimize wind noise,although
improvementsinnoise-coned signaredesirable.Usually,
themicrophoneswouldbedownstreamof thenozzle,but
insomecasesmicrophoneswouldbeplacedupstreamof
thenozzlenearthe80×120inletguidevanes.Withthese
constraints,theopentest-sectionlengthwill beon the
orderof 110-120ft.Theexactlengthwilldependonthe
collectorgeometrydescribedinthefollowingsection.
Collectorand Diffuser
Most open-jet wind tunnels have collectors designed
to capture the free jet and feed the airflow into a diffuser
downstream. The diffuser then allows the air to decelerate
and recover its static pressure as it moves toward a drive
fan. Aerodynamically, a free-jet collector must capture the
jet and shear layers as smoothly as possible to avoid pres-
sure fluctuations in the test section. Abramovich (ref. 15)
showed analytically that the collector should just capture
the jet-core mass equal to that emitted from the nozzle in
order to avoid a longitudinal static pressure gradient in the
test section (not to be confused with unsteady pressure).
Entrained flow in the shear layer would be cut off. In
practice, however, this would require a collector
immersed in the shear layer. Such a collector would
experience strong unsteady pressure fluctuations which
can radiate upstream acoustically, and trigger vortex
shedding from the nozzle lip that can create flow oscilla-
tions at resonance conditions (ref. 19). Thus, the collector
leading edge should not intrude too far into the shear
layer. (Likewise, a collector that is too large will result in
unnecessarily high flow losses as discussed in the follow-
ing section on Open-Jet Flow Losses.)
Based on published reports and discussions with wind
tunnel designers and operators, it is likely that all open-jet
wind tunnels built to date develop flow oscillations at
some flow speed, and, if flow speed is further increased,
those oscillations caa grow to violent levels. This may be
a fundamental limitation of the open-jet wind tunnel. The
oscillations are created by a feedback loop involving
unsteady pressures on the collector or diffuser, which
radiate acoustic waves upstream, which in turn trigger
vortex shedding from the nozzle, which creates unsteady
pressures on the collector or diffuser, and so on. The
mechanism has been reported by Rebuffet and Guedel
(ref. 14) to be an edge-tone type resonance with the fol-
lowing frequency dependence on vortex convection speed
in the shear layer, Uc, and length of the open jet, t:
f = (n + 1/4) Uc/l where n = 1,2,3 ... (1)
Using an open-jet test section length of 120 ft and a con-
vection speed (ref. 14) of 0.54 13o, where Uo = 338 ft/s
(200 knots), the frequency given by equation (1) is only
1.9 Hz for n = 1. Thus, the flow oscillations in the pro-
posed test section would have a very low frequency that
would affect flow quality and might perturb models such
as helicopters. If the flow oscillations couple with an
acoustic or mechanical room mode, structural failure of
the facility can follow. Typical speeds at which strong
flow oscillations begin are in the neighborhood of
150 knots, although each facility is different.
To delay the onset of flow oscillations, two methods
are available. The first is to install vortex generators on
the nozzle lip, as is done at several facilities. Martin et al.
(ref. 19) developed triangular vanes which dramatically
reduced dynamic pressure and turbulence fluctuations in
the langley 14- by 22-Foot Wind Tunnel. To control vane
noise, they used foam material, flow trips, cavity plugs,
and special streamlining.
However, the vanes caused the required fan power to
increase 30% and reduced the size of the uniform flow in
the test section.
The second method to conWol open-jet oscillations is
to optimize the collector shape. NASA Langley has
developed a three-sided collector for the 14- by 22-Foot
Wind Tunnel illustrated in figure 8. That collector has flat
surfaces separated from the diffuser by a 6-ft gap
(adjustable to 1.5 ft). The gap was optimized for minimum
turbulence in the test section (ref. 20). The side walls are
set at 14.5 ° to the free stream, and the top is set 6 ° to the
free stream. In retrospect, the top angle could have been
greater in order to avoid unnecessary air spillage (private
communication with Zachary Applin, NASA Langley
Research Center). Therefore, 14.5 ° will be used for collec-
tor sides, top, and bottom in the design proposed here.
The Langley collector stabilizes the flow in the jet suffi-
ciently so that the nozzle vanes are not needed. Figure 8
shows that a line connecting the nozzle lip and collector
lip (sidewall) is 7 ° from streamwise. A line from the noz-
zle lip to the collector throat is only 1° from streamwise in
the plan view and around 0° in the elevation. These vari-
ous dimensions and angles are important to the initial
design of the collector for the proposed 80x120 insert.
Figure 9 shows the DNW collector geometry which is
similar, but not identical, to the collector in the Langley
14- by 22-Foot Wind Tunnel. It is proposed that the DNW
or Langley design would be a good starting point for the
experimental development of a collector for an open jet in
the 80x120, although it is possible that the optimum col-
lector for each facility is unique.
Open-Jet Flow Losses- It would be advantageous for
acoustics if the open-jet test section were long. However,
this affects the flow losses. The flow losses of an open-jet
wind tunnel are caused by the loss of kinetic energy in the
core flow as it mixes in the turbulent shear layer between
the core flow and quiescent air outside the jet. In this pro-
cess there is also energy lost as the jet entrains air or gives
up air to the volume outside the jet, a mechanism which
can drive large circulating flows in the room outside the
jet. If the test chamber surrounding the jet is ventilated,
the entrained flow adds mass flow to the jet and reduces
the local test-section loss, but the drive fan must produce
more energy to propel the entrained flow along the duct.
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Consequently,heaerodynamiclossesof anopen-jettest
sectionaremuchhigherthanaclosed-jettestsectionas
shownbyIdelchik(ref.21)infigure10.(Losscoefficient
isdefinedinappendixA.)Idelchikalsopredictedhowthe
open-jetlossesgoupasthelengthof theopensection
increases(fig.10).However,it isnotclearhowthelosses
dependonthecross-streamlocationofthecollector;that
is, wherethecollectorthroat(i.e.,thediffuserinlet)is
locatedrelativetotheshear-layerwidth.Forflowstabil-
ity,it mightbearguedthatthecollectorthroatshouldbe
asfaroutboardaspossible,sinceimpingementofastrong
shearlayeronthecollectorcancauseacoustic-pressure
feedbackto thenozzleandgenerateoscillations.How-
ever,theincreasedvolumeofcirculatingflowwilldrive
theflowlossesup,andthehalloutsidethejetwouldhave
tobeventedtoallowentrainment.SincetheDNWand
Langley14-by 22-FootWindTunnelshavecollector
throatswithacrossectionsimilartothenozzlecrossec-
tion, that arrangement will be recommended here.
According to J.D. Vagt of Porsche (unpublished pre-
sentation at Subsonic Aerodynamic Testing Assoc. 23rd
Annual Meeting, Palo Alto, Calif., June 10, 1987), an
open-jet test section which is too short can result in incor-
rect drag measurements from vehicles. This is caused by
deformation of streamlines and a longitudinal pressure
gradient as the flow passes the body and curves into the
collector. Vagt recommends that the ratio of open-jet
length to hydraulic diameter be greater than 2.96. (For a
wind tunnel, hydraulic diameter equals four times the duct
cross-sectional area divided by the perimeter.) For a
30x60 open jet, the hydraulic diameter is 40 ft, and the
recommended minimum open-jet length according to
Vagt's criterion is 118 ft.
Using the open-jet loss factors of Idelchik (ref. 21)
summarized in appendix A, the wind-tunnel circuit losses
were estimated. Tables 3-5 list the component losses for:
(a) the baseline (unmodified) 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tun-
nel (table 3), (b) a 30x60 insert (nozzle, collector, and
diffuser) with a 120-ft long test section (table 4), and
(c) a 30x60 insert with a 150-ft long test section (table 5).
The open-jet test-section loss coefficient is computed in
appendix B from DNW unpublished data on power
required versus test section speed (Compilation of Cali-
bration Data of the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel,
MP-82.01, March 13, 1982, by the staff of DNW) and is
similar to the coefficient given in reference 21. The wind-
tunnel speed is limited by either maximum fan power
available (135,000 hp for six fans), or by maximum pres-
sure rise through the drive fan (55 lb/ft2). A higher fan
pressure could cause the fan to stall. The estimated test
section loss increased from 7% of the total circuit loss for
the closed 80x120 test section to 71% for the 30x60 insert
(see tables 3 and 4).
These flow losses can be illustrated in terms of test-
section speed as shown in figures ll(a) and 11Co). Fig-
ure 1 l(a) is a comparison of the 120-ft long 30x60 open
jet with the baseline 80x120 closed jet. Despite the higher
losses of the open jet, the reduced test-section area creates
a maximum jet speed in the 30×60 more than twice that of
the 80x120. The limit of 219 knots in the 30x60 was
reached when the fan-pressure rise limit of 55 lb/ft 2 was
reached. (This speed will go down when the acoustic-vane
set loss is included.) The 80x120 top speed of 108 knots is
limited by the available fan power of 135,000 hp. Fig-
ure ll(b) shows that the 150-ft long open jet would
decrease the maximum flow speed in the test section to
195 knots. Again, the fan-pressure rise limit was reached.
Thus, there would be a 11% speed penalty for the longer
test section.
The addition of the acoustic vane set between the
open jet and fan drive, to be described in Part 4, increases
the losses and reduces the test-section speed as tabulated
in table 6. Figure 12 shows that the 30x60 nozzle with
120-ft long test section would have an approximate top
speed of 197 knots when the loss of the acoustic vane set
is included. Thus, the 30×60 is the largest open-jet test
section that will (approximately) achieve the goal of
200 knots top speed. Details on the acoustic-vane set and
calculated losses are described in the sections entitled
Fan-Drive Silencers and Acoustic Vane Pressure Row
Loss. One effect of the increased loss, relative to the exist-
ing wind tunnel losses, is to push the fan toward stall.
Model scale testing would be required to verify that ade-
quate stall margin exists. If it does not, the maximum
speed of the facility would have to be reduced below
200 knots, or the size and length of the test section would
have to be reduced to achieve 200 knots.
Figures 13(a)-13(c) summarize the test-section and
collector/diffuser geometry derived so far. The collector
throat is located about 120 ft from the nozzle to give an
adequate acoustic measurement arena outside the jet. That
test section would allow far-field acoustic measurements
from 32 ° to 146 ° to the side of the model (0 ° is the
upstream direction) and from 19° to 154 ° below or above
the model. Longer test sections would result in flow losses
and subsequent air-speed reductions below the goal of
200 knots top speed. The width of the collector throat
would be around 60 ft, and the height would be around
30 ft. A smaller collector might aggravate the shear-layer
oscillation problem, and a larger collector would squeeze
the surrounding test hall and increase the flow losses. The
collector would entrain air into the diffuser if the sur-
rounding room were ventilated. Circulating flows would
be created in the surrounding room with or without venti-
lation, but the recirculation would likely be strongest
without ventilation. Whether or not the room should be
ventilated will depend on small-scale studies used to
examine the tradeoffs between entrainment, recirculation,
and flow losses. The optimum collector size and position
would have to be verified experimentally. It should be
noted that it will also be necessary to experimentally
assess the effect of high-lift models on flow into the
collector.
Diffuser- Because of the relatively short length of
the existing 80x120 duct, the open-jet diffuser shown in
figures 13(a)-13(c) has a truncated downstream end.
Ideichik(ref.21)developediffuser-lossestimatesfor
truncateddiffusersasoutlinedinappendixA.
Despitetheaerodynamicuncleanlinessof thetrun-
catediffuser,theflowlossescanbekeptmoderatelylow
byusingsmalldiffuserwallanglesothattheflowdoes
notseparateuntil it reachesthetruncatedend.Closed
windtunneldesignguides(ref.22)indicatethatadiffuser
half-anglearound4° (angle of one wall relative to duct
axis) is the maximum recommended. This results in as
short a diffuser as possible without compromising diffuser
efficiency or creating unacceptable flow separation. The
DNW diffuser wall angle (ref. 17) is 4.1 °. These guides,
along with the formulas of Idelchik in appendix A, lead to
a 4 ° wall angle for the recommended diffuser design.
Even with acceptable flow losses, the truncated dif-
fuser could create serious problems for the drive fans if
the large, separated flow regions carry into the fans. The
turbulence and distorted inflow could induce unsteady
blade loads that might be unacceptable from a structural
and acoustic standpoint. These effects are difficult to
predict and, therefore, would have to be examined
experimentally.
Another factor in the diffuser design is the aerody-
namic influence of the acoustic vanes required to block
fan noise. Two vane rows will be needed in the down-
stream end of the diffuser, as will be described in the sec-
tion on Fan Drive Silencer. Although the primary function
of these vanes is acoustic, they could also be used as flow
control devices so that a greater diffuser wall angle could
be tolerated (ref. 23). Furthermore, it may be possible to
splay the vanes and spread the flow outboard to minimize
the separated flow regions behind the truncated diffuser
and prevent spoiled flow from entering the fan drive.
Once again, it is clear that effective utilization of the
acoustic vanes as flow-control devices will require addi-
tional analysis and scale-model testing to optimize the
geometry. At this point, it is not possible to predict the
flow effects of the vane rows with enough confidence to
change the recommended wall angle of 4 °.
Acoustic Test Hall
Wedges- Acoustic wedges will be required on certain
areas of the test hall surrounding the open jet in order to
achieve anechoic conditions. Other less critical areas can
be covered with flat, absorbent liners. The current trend in
wedge design in this country is to use polyurethane or
similar foam material instead of fibrous materials because
of the tendency of fibrous wedges to shed fibers over
time, especially if the wedges have to be handled or con-
tacted for any reason. The DNW facility, however,
employs mineral wool wedges and liners (ref. 24). The
wall wedges are only 2.62 ft deep mounted over a 0.33-ft
air gap, yet are reported to have 99% sound absorption
down to 80 Hz; the floor wedges are 3.28 ft deep without
an air gap. All DNW wedges are protected by cloth and
Wire mesh.
Foam wedges are easily cut into shape and are more
durable than fibrous wedges. Foam density and reticula-
tion (rupture of cell walls) can be controlled to a certain
extent so as to create a desired acoustic impedance. The
primary drawback to polyurethane is that it is flammable
and gives off poisonous gases when burned. It can be
treated with fire-retardant chemicals; however, the life of
such chemicals is uncertain. An automatic sprinkler sys-
tem could be installed for fire control. Polyurethane is
used in many acoustic applications safely, but this would
not be advisable below powered models which can drip
fuel. Those areas would require nonflammable material.
The wedge shape is critical to the sound absorption
because it forces reflections from the wedges to strike the
neighboring wedge rather than reflect back toward the
source, as happens with fiat panels. Even blunt wedge tips
must be avoided to prevent high-frequency reflections
back into the room (ref. 25).
The usual absorption criterion is that the wedges must
absorb 99% of the incident acoustic energy above some
lower frequency limit. Since such high absorption in foam
wedges is usually only possible for acoustic wavelengths
less than approximately four wedge depths, the necessity
to eliminate wall reflections above 60 Hz in the test hall
(an arbitrary goal) means that the acoustic wedges must
be approximately 5 ft deep. For this depth, it may be nec-
essary to install a slender, inner support in the wedges to
prevent drooping. Below 60 Hz, absorption will decrease
as frequency decreases. Alternatively, a careful develop-
ment program could lead to much shorter wedges, such as
the DNW 3.28-ft mineral wool wedges, which have opti-
mum impedance and, therefore, excellent absorption.
Wedge absorption depends on the flow resistivity and
density. Typical values of flow resistivity for this applica-
tion would be 2,000 to 10,000 mks rayls/m. There is con-
siderable leeway on that parameter, but the optimum
value would have to be determined by parametric testing
in a large standing-wave tube. The density would be cho-
sen high enough so that the wedges would be adequately
robust, yet not so high that the flow resistance would be
too large. A typical value for foam wedge density is
2.2 lb/ft 3.
Both the collector and nozzle should be lined with
absorbent material to minimize acoustic reflections. Flat
liners can also be used on the test arena walls in non-criti-
cal areas where wedges are not necessary, but sound
absorption is still desired. Foam blankets can be
employed, but for optimum performance, DNW uses
multiple layers of mineral wool, each layer having a
desired density and impedance (ref. 24). The total DNW
liner depth is 0.66 ft.
Acoustic Arena Geometry- As shown in fig-
ures 13(a)-13(c), the acoustic arena surrounding the test
section is relatively small compared to the test section.
However, there is approximately 17 to 25 ft between the
30x60 shear layer and wedge tips on the side walls, and
approximately 12 to 20 ft between the shear layer and
wedge tips above and below the test section. This is less
thanthedesigngoalof 15-20ft, butincreasingthefree
spaceaboveandbelowthemodelmeansreducingthe
test-sectionheightandconsequentlyreducingallowable
modelsize.Fixedor traversingmicrophonescouldbe
placedaround50 ft fromthetest-sectioncenterto the
sides,andaround30ft fromthetestsectioncenter,above
andbelow.Theclosestmicrophones(i.e.,at thesame
streamwiselocationasthemodel)wouldbein theacous-
tic far-fieldfor modelswithacousticsourcesseparated
around20 ft. At microphone locations downstream or
upstream, larger models could be accepted without violat-
ing the far-field limits. Microphones outside the jet could
sample far-field sideline noise from 32 ° to 146 ° from the
upstream direction, measured from the turntable center,
and 19 ° to 154 ° below the model, although the data at the
limits of that range would be affected by acoustic refrac-
tion and reflection from the nozzle or collector.
A novel way to increase the source-to-microphone
distance would be to open the two large doors on the east
wail of the 80×120 and place the microphone outdoors.
The door opening is 80-ft high by 120-ft wide. If that
opening did not adversely affect the open-jet flow too
badly, it might be possible to place microphones at angles
from 45 ° to 135 ° relative to the upstream direction, at dis-
tances up to 200 ft from the model center. This would
probably be feasible only at low speeds.
For acoustic detection studies of aircraft, micro-
phones could be placed upstream of the model and open-
jet nozzle. The maximum distance from the model would
be 306 ft, which is the distance to the 80×120 inlet guide
vanes. Reflections from the vanes will restrict the actual
microphone placement, but this could be investigated
easily using impulsive noise sources in the test section.
Reflections from the nozzle would also be a problem
unless steps were taken to acoustically treat the nozzle
surface. One way to avoid reflections would be to use
directional microphone arrays that would focus on the
model and reject reflections from the nozzle or inlet
vanes. An end-fire array (ref. 26) will have a directional
response shaped like a flashlight beam. The beam width
can be tailored by optimizing the number of array ele-
ments and element spacing.
Air circulation in the measurement hall induced by
the open jet can cause vibrations and wind noise on the
microphones. The circulation patterns and velocities can
best be determined experimentally with a scale model of
the facility.
PART 2 - 40- BY 80-F00T OPEN JET FOR 150
KNOTS AIRSPEED
The primary advantage of a 40×80 open jet is that
models sized for that test section could be operated in the
closed 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel or vice versa. How-
ever, that test section size leaves approximately 10 ft
between the shear layer and the wall wedges at the model
center, which is inadequate for proper separation between
the microphones, shear layer, and wedges as shown in
figure 7(b). On the other hand, there is more room for
inflow microphones than there would be in the 30×60
design. Unfortunately, models sized maximally for the
40×80 test section would likely be too close to the
microphones to the side or under the model for acquiring
far-field acoustic data from large source regions. Micro-
phones could be placed upstream or downstream of large
models and be in the acoustic far field. Based on the
methodology described in the preceding section, the
geometry of the 40×80 insert is shown in fig-
ures 14(a)-14(c). The estimated maximum airspeed would
be 155 knots based on the flow losses tabulated in table 7.
PART 3 - TWO CLOSED JETS FOR 100 KNOTS
AIRSPEED
The most simple modification to the 80- by 120-Foot
Wind Tunnel would be to create an anechoic space in the
existing test section. The maximum airspeed would then
be close to the present 100 knots. Unlike the open-jet
designs, all microphone locations would be exposed to
airflow.
Enhanced Wall Lining
Sound-absorbent wall linings have been used in vari-
ous wind tunnels for acoustic research, including the
40-by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel, which has a 6-in. lining
permanently installed in the test section. All the aerody-
namic, acoustic, and logistic problems of an open-jet
insert could be avoided. The problem is that it is very dif-
ficult to design a highly absorbent, broad-band absorber
good for low frequencies using a flat lining. This is why
the anechoic wedge was developed. With enough depth
and with an optimum impedance, a flat lining will absorb
sound reasonably well. However, a wedge design would
be better if the wedges were aligned with the flow as
shown in figure 15(a). This is the approach used by
Boeing in their 9- by 9-Foot Wind Tunnel. Because of the
large surface area, the parallel-wedge lining would have
high flow loss. However, it may be possible to combine
the wedge-lining concept with a porous cover plate
mounted at the wedge tips in order to protect the wedges
from the flow, as shown in figure 15(a). This is very simi-
lar to the classic acoustic lining and porous cover plate,
with the exception that the absorbent material is not in
blanket form but in wedge shape. Figure 15(a) shows
parallel wedges, but with a porous cover plate. It may be
advantageous to alternate the wedge orientation and
improve sound absorption as is commonly done in
anechoic rooms. Five-foot-deep wedges Would result in a
test section 70×110 in cross section as illustrated in fig-
ure 15(b).
With theenhancedwall lining,themicrophone/
sourcespacingcouldbeidenticaltothatforanopenjet.
Themicrophoneswouldbein theflow,butthatisoften
thecasewithanopenjet.Onedifficultyis thattheflow
noiseonthemicrophonecouldcausetheeffectiveback-
groundnoiseto increasein certainfrequencyranges.
However,withlarge,noisyrotorcraftorV/STOLmodels,
windnoise(unlikefan-drivenoise,tobediscussed)would
notlikelybeaproblem.Thedirectionalresponseof the
microphoneswouldbeomnidirectionalatthelow-tomid-
frequenciesofinterestonmostests,evenwiththemicro-
phonestreamwise.All theproblemsof soundpropaga-
tionthroughanopen-jetshearlayerwouldbeavoided
withthisdesign.
Theestimatedmaximumairspeedof a70xl10test
sectionwithporouswallsandadoubleacoustic-vanerow
is approximately100knots.Relativeto theexisting
80x120,thelossin airspeeddueto theacousticvanesis
approximatelyoffsetbytheincreasedairspeeddueto a
smallertestsection.
Acoustically Transparent Wall
There may be an alternative to the simple enhanced
wall lining. As discussed above, a closed-jet wall lining
would probably require a porous protective interface at
the lining. Going one step further, it may be possible to
design a porous layer to replace the open-jet shear layer;
i.e., the porous layer would separate the flow field from
the anechoic room. Bauer (ref. 27) described an acousti-
cally transparent wall that was designed to replace the
hard wall of a wind tunnel test section (or open-jet shear
layer) and allow the measurement of model noise outside
the test section. That novel concept is based on the
premise that a test section which contains the airflow with
a minimum of leakage, yet allows the sound waves to pass
unhindered, would have all the aerodynamic advantages
of a closed-jet test section and all the acoustic advantages
of an open-jet test section. That may be impossible to
achieve perfectly, but a compromise between a little leak-
age and a little sound attenuation might be acceptable.
This is not to say that the open-jet shear-layer problems
would be avoided. The transition from the jet to the quies-
cent air would refract and scatter sound. However, that
transition would be thin and would match closely the thin
shear-layer refraction model (ref. 11). Furthermore, the
acoustic scattering from turbulence might be weaker than
it is in the comparatively thick shear layer of an open jet.
The wall evaluated by Bauer was a composite of 34%
open-area perforated metal plate covered by a sintered-
metal mesh that gave a specific flow resistance, Rf, of
100 mks rayls. An acoustic transmission loss of approx-
imately 1 dB was measured over a frequency range from
63 to 16 kHz; i.e., 1 dB of the sound was reflected or
absorbed by the wall. Using the method of Pierce
(ref. 28), the transmission loss, RTL, of a porous wall can
be calculated:
RTL = 10 log ((1 + 1/2(R f/pc)cos 0) 2)
for to >> Rf/mb/
(2)
Thus, the acoustic transmission loss of a porous layer
depends only on specific flow resistance at the layer, the
characteristic impedance of air (pc), and the angle of inci-
dence relative to the normal vector. Using Bauer's
porous-wall specific flow resistance, 100 mks rayls, equa-
tion (2) gives a transmission loss of 1 dB, which is what
Bauer measured. Equation 2 is valid for frequencies
greater that 6 Hz, assuming a porous material weight,
mbl, of 2.5 kg/m 2 (8.2 oz/ft2). Note that equation (2)
indicates that a porous layer would have even less trans-
mission loss for sound incident at acute angles to the wall
(0 > 0°).
From reference 28, it can be shown that the ratio of
acoustic energy absorbed by the porous layer to the
acoustic energy transmitted, in terms of acoustic pressure
squared, is as follows:
pa2/p2 = Rf/(pc/cos 0) (3)
For normal incidence sound impacting a porous layer with
a specific flow resistance of 100 mks rayls, the absorbed
acoustic energy would be 25% of the transmitted acoustic
energy according to equation (3). And since the incident
acoustic energy equals the sum of the transmitted,
absorbed, and reflected acoustic energy, it follows that the
reflected acoustic energy is 0.7% of the incident acoustic
energy for these conditions. In terms of decibels, if the
observed sound was 100 dB without a porous layer
between the source and observer, the interposition of the
porous layer would reduce the observed sound to 99 dB
and create a reflected sound level of 79 dB on the source
side of the layer, assuming equal path lengths from the
source to observer locations. Under these conditions, the
amount of energy reflected would have little impact on
acoustic measurements inside the test section unless the
reflection reached a quiet region--say, one that was well
shielded from the direct sound field. So, as with an open-
jet design, microphones could be placed inside or outside
the flow to capture the radiated model noise with little
concern about sound attenuation (outside) or reflections
(inside).
Aerodynamically, the porous wall evaluated by Bauer
performed well when substituted for a 38-in. length of
hard wall in a small wind tunnel. The wind tunnel flow
was contained with some leakage; the boundary layer on
the wall was comparable to that on a hard wail. However,
Bauer found that the boundary-layer interaction with the
holes in the porous layer generated high-frequency noise
(f > 2 kHz). At 8 kHz, that noise was 10 dB above the
noise of the equivalent open jet. To deal with that, he rec-
ommended the use of suction to maintain a laminar
boundary layer. There may also be ways to tailor the
porous-layer hole geometry to minimize the flow noise.
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At lowfrequencies(f < 500Hz),theporouswallwas
muchquieterthantheequivalentopenjet,sinceopenjets
havehighlevelsoflow-frequencynoiseduetoshearlayer
fluctuations.
Anacousticinsertin the80×120,withacoustically
transparentwalls,couldbebuilt largerthan30x60and
stillachievethegoalof 200knotsairspeed.Byeliminat-
ingtheshearlayer,theflowlossesof thetestsection
reduceconsiderably.Liu andMount(ref.29)measured
dragfroma porouscompositesheetbondedto woven
wirethatissimilarinmanyrespectso Bauer'sporous-
wallmaterial.Theirdatashowthattheporousmaterial
hadapproximately20%moredragthanasmoothflat
plate.Withthatinformation,thewindtunnellosseswere
estimatedusingthemethodescribedin theappendixA.
Themaximumtestsectionspeedofa40><80testsection
withporouswallisestimatedtobe209knots,whereasthe
topspeedwiththe30x60openjetwasestimatedto be
197knots(fig.12).Theacousticvanelosswasincluded.
A 40x80testsectionwouldbeidealformanymodels
becausetheycouldbe testedin theexisting40-by
80-FootWindTunnelor intheaeroacoustic40><80insert,
dependingon test goals and schedules.Fig-
ures16(a)-16(c)showa40x80testsectionwithporous
wallsconnectingan inlet nozzleanddiffuserin the
80-by120-FootWindTunnel.Naturally,a smallertest
sectioncouldbeconstructedusingtheporouswall
conceptif tradeoffstudieshowedthata largespaceout-
sidethejetwasmoreimportantthanalargespaceinside
thejet.
Thestructuralframeworkneededto supporthe
porouswall is notshownin figures16(a)-16(c).The
designof suchaframeworkwouldbeachallengesince
thestructuremustbesmalloracousticallyabsorbent,yet
robustenoughto supportthewallsandairloadsinduced
bythemodel.Furthermore,thefloorwouldhavetosup-
portpersonnelandequipment.It maybedesirable,as
Bauerecommended,toreducethepressurein thevolume
surroundingthetestsectiontocontroltheboundary-layer
development.
Anotherbigadvantageof theporouswallisthatthe
flowin thetestsectionwouldbemuchsmootherthanin
anopenjet.Asdiscussedabove,open-jetwindtunnelsare
notoriousforpoorflowqualityduetothevorticesand
turbulencein theshearlayer.Withouttheshearlayer,the
flowdisturbancesonthemodelsandonthemicrophones
wouldbegreatlyreducedin thetestsection;recirculation
flowoutsidethetestsectionwouldbeeliminated;andthe
wallboundarylayerwouldbelargerthanthatonsmooth
walls,buttheeffectonmostestswouldbenegligible.In
fact,it ispossiblethataporous-wallfacilitycouldprove
satisfactoryformanyaerodynamicstudies.If theporous-
wallscouldbeprotectedfromdownwashandjet blast
fromV/STOLmodels,it mightbepossibleto leavethe
insertin the80x120for aerodynamictests,andonly
removeit for studiesof models izedfor theoriginal
80x120 test section.
In addition to the acoustic and aerodynamic advan-
tages cited above, a wind tunnel with acoustically trans-
parent walls would not require a collectOr--an expensive
item. However, the savings would be offset by the
necessity to support the fragile porous wall over a long
length.
The primary risk associated with the acoustically
transparent wall is that the development of the concept is
in its infancy. Bauer tested only one, small porous wall
under one acoustic condition. Leakage was noted but not
measured, pressure differentials were small and not vari-
able as would be expected in a test section with a high-lift
model, and vibrations were small due to the small size of
the panel. Being a lightweight structure, the porous wall is
fragile and could not easily be used as an insert in a large
facility. Sound propagation through the porous wall and
boundary layer would be refracted and distorted to some
extent. The support framework would have to be acousti-
cally nonobtrusive for the acoustic frequencies of interest.
Nevertheless, development of the concept may lead to a
viable design that would eliminate the numerous draw-
backs of the open-jet wind tunnel.
PART 4 - AN ACOUSTIC VANE ROW TO CON-
TROL BACKGROUND NOISE
Each of the designs discussed above will require a
duct silencer to attenuate the fan-drive noise entering the
test section. Following are the requirements and a concep-
tual design for that acoustic vane set.
Background Noise
Existing- The background noise in the 80- by
120-Foot Wind Tunnel test section is dominated by the
fan-drive noise. For their size, the fans are relatively quiet
because of their low tip speed (377 ft/s) and improved
inflow. However, The fans are located relatively close to
the test section, being downstream and around the 45 °
comer connecting the 80x120 leg and the 40x80 circuit.
See figure l(b). Each of six 12.2-m diameter fans has 15
rotor blades and 23 stator blades, a number chosen for
minimal modal propagation. The fans are operated with
variable blade pitch and variable rotation speed up to a
maximum speed of 180 rpm. The maximum sound power
(ref. 30) of the fan-drive system is approximately 150 dB
re 10"12 W. (The acoustical power is only 0.3% of the
mechanical power of the fans, which is 135,000 hp).
Figure 17 shows estimated sound-pressure levels in
the existing 80><120 test section at 96 knots airspeed (prior
to installation of the acoustic lining--fig. 2), which is
close to the top speed of the wind tunnel. The data were
acquired with a model in the test section that generated
extraneous noise which was removed from the spectrum.
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Therefore,thespectrumaynotbethetruenoisefloor of
the facility. The peak level was 104 dB in the 40 Hz third-
octave band. That frequency band contains the fundamen-
tal harmonic of fan-blade-passage frequency, which is
45 Hz. The noise at the second harmonic (90 Hz) was
102 dB in the 80 Hz third-octave band.
Goal- Ideally, the background noise in the test hall
should be at least 10 dB below the aircraft model noise at
all frequencies. Many of the high powered models will
generate noise levels above 120 dB. However, it is antici-
pated that models with noise control features will generate
noise levels below 95-100 dB. Therefore, a goal of 85 dB
maximum background noise out of flow in all third-octave
bands of interest for a 200 knots test section speed would
allow quality testing of all but very quiet models. Reduc-
ing the peak noise at 45 Hz to 85 dB means that the back-
ground noise above 200 Hz would be below 80 dB
because of the spectrum roll-off with frequency (fig. 17).
These levels are similar to the background noise levels in
the test hall of DNW, which is 60-70 dB (above 200 Hz)
at 155 knots or, by extrapolation using a noise variation
(acoustic pressure squared) proportional to airspeed (or
fan speed) to the 5.5 power, 66-76 dB at 200 knots test-
section speed. The goal for the NASA Langley
14- by 22-Foot Wind Tunnel is 60-70 dB out of flow at
120 knots and, by extrapolation, 72-82 dB at 200 knots
test-section speed (refs. 9 and 10), which is comparable to
the goal for the 80x120.
Fan-Drive Silencers
To achieve the goal of 85-dB background noise at top
speed of the facility, the projected peak background noise
of 104 dB at 45 Hz must be attenuated 19 dB. That high
level of attenuation at such a low frequency will require
large sound-absorbent splitters or vanes in the duct
between the test section and turning vanes (vane set 4)
upstream of the fans. Soderman (refs. 31 and 32) per-
formed parametric studies of several silencer designs
including fiberglass-filled and resonant-cavity vanes that
might be appropriate for this application. If the splitters
are large, say 1.5 to 3.0 ft thick, the open passage must be
of comparable size to prevent excessive pressure losses.
In other words, the blockage must be 50% or less. If the
open passages are that large, the medium- and high-
frequency sound would be able to pass through the
silencer with little attenuation. Thus, a second row of
vanes is required that are aligned to block the line of sight
of the preceding vane row. This is the method used in the
NAL Transonic Wind Tunnel near Tokyo (refs. 33
and 34).
The splitters in the NAL Transonic Wind Tunnel
have the geometry shown on figure 18. There are six rows
of vanes. Counting from right to left (upstream to down-
stream), the first two rows are identical and offset to block
the line of sight streamwise. Similarly, rows 3 and 4 are
identical and offset, as are rows 5 and 6. The large split-
ters in rows 1 and 2 each have a 5.0-m chord, a 0.9-m
thickness, and 2.0-m spacing center-to-center. The
reported attenuation (refs. 33 and 34) is shown in fig-
ure 19(a) in terms of the cumulative attenuation. That is,
the lower curve represents the attenuation of vane rows 1
and 2. The middle curve represents the attenuation of
rows 1 through 4, and the upper curve gives the total
attenuation of all six rows. Clearly, the larger vanes of
rows 1 and 2 provided the most attenuation.
Figure 19(b) shows the estimated noise in the existing
80x120 with and without the double vane row. Although
the peak attenuation is around 44 dB at 500 Hz, the atten-
uation at 63 Hz is only 11 dB. Thus, the desired attenua-
tion of 19 dB at 45 Hz cannot be achieved with those
vanes alone. Four vane rows would achieve that design
goal, but that many vanes in the diffuser is probably
impractical. It is recommended, therefore, that a double
row of acoustic vanes be installed between the test section
and vane set 4, which separates the 40><80 and 80x120
circuits, as shown in figures 13(a)-13(c). Those vanes
would provide the required attenuation above 100 Hz and
would have about 11 dB attenuation at 45 Hz, or 8 dB
short of the goal. This shortcoming would affect full-scale
helicopter noise studies primarily. However, it is esti-
mated that typical helicopter models would generate
enough low-frequency noise to overcome the fan-noise
intrusion of 93 dB at 45 Hz. If this assumption proves to
be incorrect, it would be necessary to lengthen the vanes
or otherwise improve their low-frequency absorption as
part of model scale testing and development.
Another method for improving the low-frequency
attenuation of fan-drive noise would be to acoustically
treat vane set 3. Vane set 3 closes off the 40><80 leg during
operation of the 80x120, as shown in figure 13(a), and
creates a wall which faces the fan drive. The low-
frequency fan noise propagating upstream will diffract
around vane set 5 and strike vane set 3, an effect docu-
mented by Soderman and Hoglund (ref. 35) in another
wind tunnel. In that study, it was found that wall treatment
in the comers of a wind tunnel was effective at absorbing
low- to mid-frequency sound since that sound diffracted
around the corner vanes. Acoustic treatment could be
quite effective depending on the allowable depth of
treatment.
Early in the study, it was hoped that one of the
acoustic vane rows could be designed to replace vane
set 4. Those vanes would then be permanent, so as to
serve the double function of noise control and flow con-
trol. Only one vane row would have to be removed for
operation of the original 80×120 closed test section. The
difficulty with replacing the existing vane set 4 with an
acoustic vane set is that the geometries are considerably
different. The present vane set 4 is made up of seven fiat
baffles with a 6-in. thickness and 30-ft chord. During
40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel operation, the vanes are
rotated and interlocked to form a wall blocking off the
80×120 leg. But, if the vanes had to attenuate sound, they
would have to be thicker and closer together, as described
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above,and would not fold together neatly to form a wall.
The problem is illustrated in figure 20 which shows a 50%
blockage vane set made up of 32-ft long vanes, 3.3-ft
thick on 6.6-ft centers. When rotated to block off the
80×120 leg, the vanes must overlap each other. This
creates an irregular surface that would generate turbulence
upstream of the drive fans. Fairing that surface smooth
would be difficult and expensive. Therefore, the acoustic
vane rows would have to be placed upstream of the
existing vane set4 as shown in figures 13(a)-13(c).
It is unlikely that one or both acoustic vane rows
shown in figures 13(a)-13(c) could remain in the wind
tunnel during aerodynamic testing in the 80x120 test
section (even with the open-jet nozzle, collector, and
diffuser removed) because of high flow losses. Using the
methods of the following section and appendix A, the top
speed of the existing 80x120 test section would drop from
108 knots to approximately 83 knots with the introduction
of one acoustic vane row and to approximately 72 knots
with the introduction of a second vane row. Speed reduc-
tions such as these are unacceptable for most aerodynamic
testing in the 80×120 test section. There is one exception
to this: with the enhanced wall lining option, the speed
reduction from the acoustic vanes would be offset by the
speed increase from the 20% area reduction created by the
lining. It is likely that the enhanced lining and the vane
set could be left in the wind tunnel permanently.
Acoustic Vane Row Pressure Loss
The pressure loss for the two acoustic vane rows of
figures 13(a)-13(c) can be estimated using the method of
Mechel (ref. 36) modified by the results of Dudley et al.
(ref. 37) and Soderman (ref. 38). Mechel developed an
empirical prediction method for the normalized pressure
loss of a vane set as follows:
Ap/ql = 11l(b/h)/(1 + (b/h)) + r12/(2h)
+ r13((b/h)/(1 + (b/h))) 2 (4)
Ap/qo = (ql/qo)/(Ap/ql) (5)
where _ 1 = 0.05 loss factor for vane nose
"q2 = 0.0025 loss factor for channel section
(perforated)
113=0.6 loss factor for boattails with 6 ° wall
angle
Dudley's (ref. 37) experimental results for parallel-baffle
flow loss, however, indicated that Mechel's loss factors
were in error for the type of baffles considered here.
Specifically, Mechel's channel-flow loss is somewhat
low, and the boattail loss is much too high. If the loss fac-
tom are changed to the following values, Mechel's empir-
ical prediction and Dudley's data agree:
rl 1 = 0.05 (no change)
1"12= 0.003
113 = 0.33
Using the above loss factors in equations (4) and (5),
we can evaluate the pressure drop from various acoustic
vane geometries. And, the test-section flow speed reduc-
tion due to the vane rows can be computed using the
method described in the appendix A. Consider the follow-
ing vane-row geometry:
2b = 1 m vane thickness
2h = 1 m gap between vanes for 50% duct
blockage
l =4m channel length from aft end of nose
to start of boattail
The computed pressure loss normalized by the local
dynamic pressure (or loss coefficient), Ap/ql, is 0.12.
Assuming for the moment that the second vane row adds a
loss coefficient of 0.12 without any interaction effects, the
computed loss coefficient for two vane rows is 0.24.
PART 5 - MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS,
AERO LOADS, AND LOGISTICS
Microphone Support Strut Design
The design of the microphone support struts outside
of the flow is relatively unimportant, the only criterion
being that the strut cross section be smaller than the
smallest acoustic wavelength of interest. If this is not pos-
sible, the struts can be wrapped with sound-absorbent
material. The microphone should be cantilevered forward
of the main support strut (ref. 39). In many cases, a
traversing microphone system is more desirable than fixed
microphones for accurate studies of noise directivity.
The design of struts for in-flow microphones is more
difficult because of the conflicting requirements for
strength and rigidity versus low flow noise and minimal
reflections. These requirements are complicated if the
strut spans an open-jet shear layer.
(Struts can be cantilevered from the collector or noz-
zle, but those regions are usually avoided because of flow
noise and reflections.) Any strut in the highly turbulent
shear layer will experience unsteady loads resulting in
radiated noise and possibly severe vibrations at the strut
tip. The strut vibrations can be minimized by using a
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fairingaroundthemainstrutin theshearlayeras shown
in figure 21. By sealing the gap between fairing and strut
with a rubber seal, the vibration path can be broken.
The flow noise from the strut and fairing can be min-
imized by proper design. The cross sections should be
aerodynamically clean; NACA airfoils are preferred over
commercial airfoil tubing with blunt trailing edges which
allow flow separation (ref. 40).
Vortex-street shedding can be a problem in certain
Reynolds number regimes, but can be defeated by
employing boundary-layer trips on the leading edge. To
minimize reflections, the struts should have as small a
chord as possible for the required rigidity, especially near
the microphone. Airfoils will reflect sound waves compa-
rable to or smaller than the chord (ref. 41). In most cases,
a tapered strut can be employed to provide the strength
low on the strut where needed. Figure 21 shows a design
for low airspeeds which employs polyurethane foam
glued to an airfoil-shaped spar. The foam absorbs sound
and minimizes reflections.
Typical flow noise levels experienced by micro-
phones on a typical strut in a closed wind tunnel were
reported by Soderman (ref. 40) to be around 88 dB at
4-kHz third-octave band for flow speeds of 153 knots.
That level can vary, of course, depending on strut design
and turbulence levels in the flow. Noiseux (refs. 42
and 43) reported flow noise levels 13 dB below the values
of reference 40 on a streamlined, tapered strut in a low-
turbulent flow.
30x60 _Open Jet
Approximate area,
ftZ(each)
NOZZLE
Side wall
Top or bottom
11,700
17,000
COLLECTOR
Side wall
Top or bottom
3000
4400
DIFFUSER
West wall
East wall
Ceiling or floor
64OO
260O
7700
WEDGES
Number of wedges
Size
Wall area covered
9500
5-ft high by 2- x 4-ft
base area
190-ft by width or height
of 80x 120
ACOUSTIC VANES
Number of vanes: 17
Chord: 16 ft
Span: 40 ft
Insert Component Size
The practicality of a removable open-jet insert for the
80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel depends to a large extent
on the material expense and the logistics of storing,
installing, and removing the insert. It is beyond the scope
of this study to investigate mate_al costs or installation
details. However, an estimate has been made of the quan-
tity and sizes of the various components required and is
shown below. From this, costs and installation procedures
can be estimated. Only the basic surface panels have been
itemized; support structure has not. The acoustic vanes,
for example, will require structural support through the
80x120 floor to the ground. In fact, the acoustic vanes
could be mounted on jacks and lowered out of the 80><120
if necessary for higher-speed operation. Flat acoustic lin-
ings will be needed for the collector and nozzle and cer-
lain wall areas.
The weights of the components have not been calcu-
lated. However, it is likely that the existing 80×120 struc-
ture would have to be reinforced just to carry the acoustic
wedges, not to mention the other large components.
Aerodynamic Loads on Existing Structure
Increasing the 80x120 test-section velocity from
100 knots to the expected 200 knots with the 30x60 open-
jet insert would increase the aerodynamic loads on the
wind tunnel walls upstream of the fan drive because pres-
sures in the open jet will control pressures in the
surrounding duct. Under normal operating conditions of
the 80x120, static pressures upstream of the fan drive are
below atmospheric pressure. Increasing the maximum
velocity of the test section from 100 to 200 knots will
decrease the wall static pressure by as much as a factor of
four, and will thereby increase the wall loads by a factor
of four. In some areas, such as the inlet and much of the
contraction, the load increases are not expected to be a
problem because the goveming loads are, and will con-
tinue to be, determined by atmospheric winds or seismic
conditions. In other areas, such as the part of the circuit
between the downstream end of the contraction and vane
set 4, an increase in static operating loads by a factor or
four will require structural strengthening of the wall
cladding and superstructure. It should also be noted that
the open-jet configuration will increase the unsteady
aerodynamic loads on the structure because of the
unsteady characteristics of the open jet, as previously
discussed.
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Recommended Model Scale Testing
As is stated many times in this report, the design
development will require model scale testing to resolve
many of the aerodynamic and acoustic uncertainties.
Much could be accomplished with component testers and
a complete model incorporating the proposed inserts with
the 80×120 inlet, test section, 45 ° corner, and fan drive.
The model could be simplified by using a single fan to
represent the six-fan drive. The scale should be as large as
practicable: 1/15th scale has been used successfully for
80×120 test-section flow and fan-performance studies
(refs. 44-46), and the model wind tunnel is existing. The
scale models would be necessary for the following studies
of the chosen design concept:
1. Measure the separated flow regions downstream of
the insert diffuser and the resulting velocity distortion at
the fan drive. Modify the acoustic vane set or vane set 4 to
conlIol the flow field.
2. Measure insert pressure losses and resulting mass
flow at the fan drive to evaluate stall margin of the fans.
3. Document velocity magnitudes and distribution
(steady and unsteady) in insert test section as a function of
operating condition. Modify the nozzle and collector as
appropriate.
4. Identify and control shear layer induced flow
instabilities of the open jet.
Evaluate any coupling of flow instabilities with
acoustic modes of the 80×120 wind tunnel.
5. Measure acoustic reflections from the open-jet
nozzle and collector. ConlIol reflections with acoustic lin-
ings as necessary.
6. Evaluate acoustic absorption of wall linings on the
80x 120 walls both analytically and experimentally.
Existing aerodynamic codes, including 2-D and 3-D
panel codes, and new CFD codes would be used to sup-
port the experimental studies and aid the design process.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An engineering feasibility study was made of aeroa-
coustic inserts for the 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel at
NASA Ames Research Center. The advantages and disad-
vantages of several designs were analyzed. The maximum
airspeed of the the test section was the key factor in the
design. To achieve airspeeds of 200 and 150 knots with
the necessary acoustic quality, the design process led to a
30- × 60-ft and 40- x 80-ft test section, respectively. A
100-knots test section would best be achieved with an
enhanced lining in the existing closed test section. All
designs would require installation of a double acoustic
vane row between the test section and fan-drive section.
The conceptual designs are described below as a function
of maximum airspeed.
1. 200 knots: 30×60 o_tmn iet. This is the largest pos-
sible test section which would achieve a 200 knots maxi-
mum airspeed (approximately) and allow placement of
microphones in the acoustic far-field of models sized for
the test section. A nozzle, collector, and diffuser would be
required. Acceptable flow quality and acoustic character-
istics could be achieved. Quality acoustic measurements •
would be possible inside or outside the flow. Acoustic
detection studies could be made far upstream. It may be
possible, at low airspeeds, to measure noise at large dis-
lances through the large test section door openings on the
east side. Careful scale-model testing will be required to
control shear-layer induced resonances at high speeds.
Flow-control features will be needed in the double vane
row to control separated flow from the diffuser down-
stream end. That turbulent flow might otherwise adversely
impact the fan drive downstream. Increased pressure
losses will move the fan toward stall. Therefore, stall
margin must be checked in scale model tests.
2. 150 knots: 40×80 open _iet. This concept is similar
to item 1 with the advantage that models sized for the
40-by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel (closed section) could be
tested in the aeroacoustic insert. The disadvantage is that
the distance from the shear layer to the surrounding walls
would be restricted such that, in many directions, micro-
phones could not be placed in the acoustic far-field of
large models. On the other hand, there would be more
room inside the jet for inflow acoustic measurements.
3. 100 knots: 80×120 with improved acoustic linine.
This is the simplest modification considered: only an
improved wall lining would be installed in the existing
wind tunnel. However, because of the need for good low-
frequency absorption, acoustic wedges would probably be
required. The resulting flow losses and speed loss would
be severe unless a porous wall were placed over the
wedges. The microphones would have to be installed in
the flow. With a porous interface, the top speed would be
close to the present top speed of the 80- by 120-Foot
Wind Tunnel, (approximately 100 knots), since the speed
loss due to increased flow losses from the lining and
acoustic vane set would be offset by the increased speed
in a 20% smaller cross section, assuming a 5-ft deep lin-
ing on all four walls.
4. 100-200 knots: Acoustically transparent walls.
Acoustically transparent walls, which contain the airflow,
could be incorporated with a nozzle and diffuser to
achieve almost any airspeed. The transparent walls would
separate the flow field from an anechoic room surround-
ing the test section. Model noise could be measured inside
or outside the jet. This design would eliminate the
unsteady flow from the open-jet shear layer, although
acoustic refraction and scattering by the shear layer would
occur. Both the aerodynamic and acoustic quality of the
facility would be enhanced. The open-jet collector would
be eliminated, although a complex structure would be
required to hold the transparent wall without interfering
with the acoustic field. Because of the uncertainty of suc-
cessfully developing this unproven design, both from a
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structuralndaeroacoustic standpoint, this design must be
considered a remote possibility.
The conclusion of this study is that an aeroacoustic
insert in the Ames 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel is
technically feasible. The open-jet designs would be very
difficult to implement due to the size of the necessary
components. However, they could allow virtually
anechoic acoustic studies of large-helicopter models, jets,
and V/STOL aircraft models in simulated flight at speeds
up to 200 knots. Model scale studies would be required to
resolve several problems such as (a) flow separation at the
diffuser downstream end that could feed highly turbulent
flow into the fan section, (b) attenuation of fan noise with
acceptable flow loss and adequate fan stall margin, and
(c) open-jet resonances which could perturb the flow and
impose large unsteady loads on the wind tunnel structure.
Those are the highest risk items in the development. Any
of them could limit the top speed of the facility to
something less that 200 knots, or restrict the size of the
test section. Successful development of acoustically
transparent walls, though not necessary for three of the
concepts, could lead to an aeroacoustic facility superior in
many ways to the classical open- or closed-jet wind tun-
nel. The closed jet with enhanced wall lining design
would be relatively easy to implement compared to the
other concepts, but would only allow a 100 knots
maximum airspeed, which is the operational airspeed of
the current 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The large size of the open-jet inserts would make
installation and removal of the components time-
consuming. Each of the nozzle, collector, and diffuser
wall panels have an area of several thousand square feet.
Support structure would be required, not only to support
the insert components, but to reinforce the existing struc-
ture because of higher pressure loads that would be up to
four times the present loads. Just installing 9500 acoustic
wedges would take a significant effort. Consequently,
scheduling of the existing 80x120 aerodynamic test sec-
don and scheduling of the aeroacoustic test section would
likely be made on an annual or longer basis. In contrast,
the enhanced wall lining design would likely be perma-
nendy installed; although the modifications are techni-
cally feasible, a cost estimate is necessary to evaluate the
practicality of this project. The optimal design choice
depends on the required maximum airspeed, which has
yet to be determined.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, California 94035-1000
January 10, 1990
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APPENDIX A
WIND TUNNEL PRESSURE LOSS AND POWER BALANCE EQUATIONS
Loss Coefficients
Idelchik (ref. 21) developed the following empirical
equations for pressure loss in open jets and truncated
diffusers.
h = Ap/(pU2/'2) (1)
where
Ap =
p =
U =
total pressure drop in test section
fluid density
average flow speed in test section
For the test section:
_t = 0.0845 l/Dh - 0.0053 (//Dh) 2 (2)
?It =
Dh =
At =
Per =
test section loss coefficient
hydraulic diameter = 4 At/Per
area of test section nozzle
perimeter of nozzle -- 2 (width + height)
For a 30- x 60-ft test section 120-ft long:
l = 120
Dh = 40
_t = 0.2058
The above value of test section loss coefficient compares
favorably with the DNW loss factor derived in Appen-
dix B. For the wind tunnel performance calculations
summarized in tables 3-7, the DNW open-jet loss coef-
ficient was used.
For the truncated diffuser:
f / k(l + 2(p/Dh) tan(o_2)) 2 + I
Tldiff (1+
o)[ 8 sin (ct / 2)(1 + 2(p/Dh) tan (or/2)) 2 -
+k 2 tan(ix/2) tan 1/4(ct/2)]
2I 1x 1 (1 + 2(p/Dh) tan(o/2))2
+ (1+ 2(p/Dh) tan(c_r2)) 2 n
(3)
where
o = 0.5-0.4545Ao/A 1
A o = diffuser inlet area
A 1 = diffuser exhaust area
_. = duct friction coefficient
= 64/Re (Re < 2000)
= 0.1 (1.46 8 + 100/Re) 0"25
(R e > 2000)
Re = Reynold's number based on diameter
= relative roughness = h/Dh
h = typical height of roughness
cc = total diffuser angle (twice wall
angle)
k2 = 6 (empirical constant)
n = A2/Ao
A 2 = duct area downstream of diffuser
truncation
For a 30- x 60-ft diffuser entrance, a 110-ft diffuser
length, and an 8° total diffusion angle, the loss coefficient
using the above equation is:
rldiff = 0.194
Loss coefficients for other wind tunnel components listed
in tables 3-7 came from existing data and other empirical
predictions.
Wind Tunnel Power Balance
The power output required by the wind tunnel fan
system is equal to the sum of the flow power losses in
each section of the wind tunnel including the power or
kinetic energy of the flow as it exhausts from the
nonreturn wind tunnel.
The power output by the fan is:
P = Tf Uf = Apf Af Uf (4)
where
Tf =
Uf =
_pf =
Af =
fan thrust
average velocity at the fan section
pressure rise through the fan
section
cross sectional area of fans
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The fan power is balanced by the sum of the power losses at
each section.
P = Z AP i (5)
The power loss at a typical duct section i is:
APi = Di Ui = Api Ai Ui (6)
where
Di = aerodynamic drag at section
A loss coefficient, vii, can be defined as:
ni = Di / (Ai Qi) = Api/Qi (7)
where
Qi = dynamic pressure at the ith section =PUi2 / 2
So
P = ZAPi = Z(Tli QiAiUi ) = Z(viiPU3A i / 2) (8)
And from conservation of mass in incompressible flow,
AtUt = AiUi where the subscript t refers to the test section.
Therefore
Apf = (pA2U 2 / 2) Z (Tli / A 2) (9)
relates the fan pressure rise to the test section speed, given the
appropriate areas and loss coefficients at each section.
Additionally, the fan horsepower consumption is given by:
Pc = (Apf Af Uf)/(550 rlf) (10)
where the fan efficiency, vif, is approximately 0.88.
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APPENDIX B
TEST SECTION PRESSURE LOSS OF DNW
Open-jet pressure losses can be computed from
calibration data acquired at DNW and compiled in a
report by the staff of DNW---Compilation of Calibration
Data of the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel, MP-82.01,
13 March 1982. The computation is based on the relation-
ship between fan power required and wind tunnel flow
losses.
P = Apf AfUf (1)
where
p
Apf =
Af =
Uf =
fan power output, N-m/s or W
fan pressure rise, N/m 2
cross sectional area of duct at fan, m 2
average airspeed at fan, m/s
From equation (9) in Appendix I:
Apf= (pAt2Ut2 / 2) Y-('qi / Ai2) (2)
where
Solving for the test section loss factor,
tit = P/(QtAtUt) - Z(TIj(At/Aj)2)• (5)
Assuming that the circuit losses given by the summation
Z( ) will not change whether the test section is configured
as a closed or open jet, the difference in loss between an
open and closed test section is given by:
Arlt = (P/(QtAtUt))o - (P/(QtAtUt))c (6)
where the subscripts o and c refer to an open or closed test
section, respectively.
From plots of brake shaft power versus wind tunnel
speed in the DNW calibration report, equation (6) can be
solved for the DNW 8- by 6-m test section, which was
calibrated as an open and closed test section. From fig-
ures 2.3 and 2.4 of that report, the following data were
acquired.
Test Section Utm/s P. MW
At = cross-sectional area of test section, m2
Ut = test section airspeed, m/s
Tli = loss coefficient of ith circuit component
A i = cross-sectional area of i th duct section or
component, m 2
Combining equations (1) and (2):
P = QtAtUt S (rli(At/Ai) 2) (3)
where
Qt = dynamic pressure in the test section, N/m 2
Or, to separate the test section loss from the rest of the
circuit losses,
P = QtAtUt(rlt + Z (_jAt/Aj) 2) (4)
where
j = jth circuit component.. The summation in equa-
tion (4) excludes the contribution from the test section.
8- x 6-m closed (unslotted walls) 98
8- x 6-m open jet 82 8
Using the above numbers in equation (6) along with the
test section area of 48 m 2, we get Ar1=0.493-0.289
= 0.204. In reference 16, the 8- x 6-m closed test section
and contraction loss coefficient based on tests of scaled
components is given as Tlt = 0.028. Again, assuming that
that difference in DNW power consumption during open-
jet and closed-jet test section operation is due primarily to
changes in test section losses, it follows that the open-jet
loss coefficient is:
tit open jet = 0.028 + 0.204 = 0.232
This open-jet loss coefficient is reasonably close to the
value of 0.206 computed using Idelchik's method as
described in Appendix A. Since the proposed open jet
designs in this report are geometrically similar to the
DNW design, the loss factor of 0.232 will be used in the
wind tunnel performance calculations.
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Table1.Geometryandoperationlimitsof
one drive fan
Rotor Stator
Number of blades 15 23
Diameter 40 ft 40 ft
Hub-tip ratio 0.438 0A38
Root chord 4.02 ft 2.93 ft
Tip chord 2.96 ft 2.93 ft
Twist, root to tip 41.4 ° 5.3 °
Maximum, rpm 180 0
Rotor/stator spacing = 9.02 ft (mid-chord to
mid-chord)
Fan total pressure rise, Ap = 55 lb/ft 2
Table 2. Large-scale open-jet wind tunnels worldwide groups A and B (test section
dimension > 12 ft)
Test section size, Maximum velocity,
Wind tunnel ft knots
Langley 14- by 22-Foot
Langley 30- by 60- Foot
Boeing Vertol
McDonnell Douglas Mini-speed Tunnel
Canada NAE 15-foot
Daimler-Benz 20-Foot
DNW
Ford of Europe #2
Japan Defense Agency
ONERA S 1 Chalais-Meudon
RAE 24-Foot
Swiss Federation Aircraft
Toulouse
VW Climatic Wind Tunnel
14.5 x 21.8 110
30x60 80
20x20 100
15 x20 50
15 (diam) 45
27 x 19 140
26x20 150
24x 16
13 x 13 70
26 x52 (ellip) 96
23.7 (diam) 100
16 x 23 130
13.9 (diam) 82
30x20 100
23
Table3. Estimated flow losses of the existing 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel
% of total circuit loss Local loss a coefficient Normalized loss b coefficient Component
10.2 2.00 0.10 Inlet
6.8 0.064 0.064 Test section
4.3 0.035 0.040 Vane set 4
15.9 0.130 0.150 Vane set 5
2.8 0.010 0.024 Fan stator
2.8 0.010 0.023 Fan swirl
0.9 0.017 0.009 Fan contraction, struts,
diffuser
4.4 0.250 0.042 Vane set 6
26.2 1.73 0.248 Vane set 7
25.8 Kinetic energy at vane
set 7
100.0 0.66 Total
Test section speed, knots Fan pressure rise, c lb/fl 2 Fan power required, d hp
54.8 10 17871
67.1 15 32831
77.5 20 50547
95.0 25 70642
102.6 30 92861
109.6 35 117018
116.3 40 142968
aAp/qi
bAp/qo
c55 maximum allowable
d135000 maximum available
24
Table 4. Estimated flow losses of an open-jet insert with 30- by 60-foot nozzle, 120-foot test section, and
collector/diffuser
' % of total circuit loss Local lossa coefficient Normalized lossb coefficient Component
1.1 2.00 0.000 Inlet
71.1 0.232 0.232 Test section
18.8 0.194 0.061 Diffuser
0.5 0.035 0.001 Vane set 4
1.7 0.130 0.006 Vane set 5
0.3 0.010 0.001 Fan stator
2.8 0.010 0.023 Fan swirl
0.1 0.017 0.000 Fan contraction, struts,
diffuser
0.5 0.250 0.002 Vane set 6
2.8 1.73 0.009 Vane set 7
2.8 Kinetic energy at vane
set 7
100.0 0.32 Total
Test section speed, knots Fan pressure rise, c lb/ft 2 Fan power required, d hp
147.7 25 23175
161.8 30 30465
174.7 35 38390
186.8 40 46904
198.1 45 55968
208.9 50 65550
219.1 55 75625
aAp/qi
bap/qo
c55 maximum allowable
d135000 maximum available
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Table5. Estimatedflowlossesofanopen-jetinsertwith30-by60-footnozzle,150-fttestsection,and
collector/diffuser
%of total circuit loss Local lossa coefficient Normalized loss b coefficient Component
0.9 2.00 0.000 Inlet
59.0 0.242 0.242 Test section
33.1 0.269 0.136 Diffuser
0.4 0.035 0.001 Vane set 4
1.4 0.130 0.006 Vane set 5
0.2 0.010 0.001 Fan stator
2.8 0.010 0.001 Fan swirl
0.1 0.017 0.000 Fan contraction, struts,
diffuser
0.4 0.250 0.002 Vane set 6
2.2 1.73 0.009 Vane set 7
2_2 Kinetic energy at vane
set 7
100 0.40 Total
Test section speed, knots
131.7
144.2
155.8
166.6
176.7
186.2
195.3
aAp/qi
bAp/qo
c55 maximum allowable
d135000 maximum available
Fan pressure rise, c lb/ft 2 Fan power required, d hp
25 20663
30 27162
35 34228
40 41818
45 49899
50 58443
55 67425
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Table6. Estimatedflowlossesofanopen-jet insert with 30- by 60-foot nozzle, 120-foot test section,
collector/diffuser, and double-row acoustic van set
% of total circuit loss Local loss a coefficient Normalized lossb coefficient Component
0.9 2.00 0.000 Inlet
57.7 0.232 0.232 Test section
15.3 0.194 0.61 Diffuser
18.9 0.240 0.076 Acoustic vane set
0.4 0.035 0.001 Vane set 4
1.4 0.130 0.006 Vane set 5
0.2 0.010 0.001 Fan stator
2.8 0.010 0.001 Fan swirl
0.1 0.017 0.000 Fan contraction, struts,
diffuser
0.4 0.250 0.002 Vane set 6
2.3 1.73 0.009 Vane set 7
2.3 Kinetic energy at vane
set 7
100 0.39 Total
Test section speed, knots Fan pressure rise, c lb/ft2 Fan power required, d hp
133.0 25 20870
145.7 30 27435
157.4 35 34572
168.2 40 42239
178.4 45 50401
188.1 50 59031
197.3 55 68103
aAp/qi
bAp/q o
c55 maximum allowable
d135000 maximum available
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Table 7. Estimated flow losses of an open-jet insert with 40- by 80-foot nozzle, 155-foot test section,
collector/diffuser, and double-row acoustic van set
% of total circuit loss Local loss a coefficient Normalized loss b coefficient Component
1.7 2.00 0.010 Inlet
35.5 0.232 0.232 Test section
23.3 0.219 0.152 Diffuser
25.5 0.240 0.167 Acoustic vane set
0.7 0.035 0.005 Vane set 4
2.7 0.130 0.018 Vane set 5
0.5 0.010 0.003 Fan stator
0.5 0.010 0.003 Fan swirl
0.2 0.017 0.001 Fan contraction, struts,
diffuser
0.7 0.250 0.005 Vane set 6
4.4 1.73 0.029 Vane set 7
4.4 Kinetic energy at vane
set 7
100 0.62 Total
Test section speed, knots
104.3
114.2
123.4
131.9
139.9
147.5
154.7
aAp/qi
bAp/qo
c55 maximum allowable
d 135000 maximum available
Fan pressure rise, c lb/ft 2 Fan power required, d hp
25 29089
30 38239
35 48186
40 58872
45 70249
50 82277
55 94922
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Figure 1.- NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot/80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel. a) Photo of facility; b) plan view of circuiL
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Figure 1.- Concluded. c) Vane arrangement for operation of the 80x120 circuit at the junction with the 40x80 circuit;
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Figure 2.- Acoustic wall lining in the existing 80- x 120-ft test section.
Figure 3.- Six 40-ft diameter fans in wind tunnel drive section.
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Figure 4.- Open-jet shear layer refraction which changes observed source directivity outside the jet; point-source and
distributed-source propagation illustrated, a) Point noise source; b) distributed noise source.
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Figure 5.- Measured shear layer expansion in CEPRA 19 Anechoic Open Jet Wind Tunnel (circular jet) (from ref. 14).
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Figure 7.- Nozzle geometry and shear layer distribution, a) 30- x 60-ft nozzle.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Flow collector in NASA Langley 14- by 22-Foot Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 11.- Estimated test-section speed of the closed (existing) 80- x 120-ft and open 30- x 60-ft test sections. Acoustic
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vane set in the diffuser.
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Figure 14.- Concluded. b) Elevation; c) overall perspective.
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Figure 15.- Two possible configurations of enhanced acoustic linings attached to the 80x120 walls, floor, and ceiling.
a) Close view; b) far view.
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Figure 16.- 40- × 80-ft test section with acoustically transparent walls, a) Plan view; b) elevation.
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Figure 16.- Concluded.
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Figure 17.- Estimated background noise in the 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel at 96 kts airspeed.
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a) Attenuation of baffles in NAL Transonic Wind Tunnel (fig. 18) (refs. 33 and 34).
Figure 19.- Continued.
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b) Panels 1 and 2 attentuation applied to 80x120 background noise (fig. 17).
Figure 19.- Concluded.
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Figure 20.- Open and closed positions for acoustic baffles at vane set 4 (50% blockage).
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